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The CEH Prep Guide: The Comprehensive Guide to Certified Ethical HackingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
A benchmark guide for keeping networks safe with the Certified Ethical Hacker program
    Seasoned authors Ronald Krutz and Russell Dean Vines continue in the tradition of their CISSP security franchise by bringing you this comprehensive guide to the Certified Ethical Hacker (CEH) program. Serving as a valuable tool for...
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Getting Started with Python for the Internet of Things: Leverage the full potential of Python to prototype and build IoT projects using the Raspberry PiPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		Build clever, collaborative, and powerful automation systems with the Raspberry Pi and Python.

	
		Key Features

		
			Create your own Pi-Rover or Pi-Hexipod robots
	
			Develop practical applications in Python using Raspberry Pi
	
			Build your own Jarvis, a highly advanced...
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Control of Robot Manipulators in Joint Space (Advanced Textbooks in Control and Signal Processing)Springer, 2005
Robot control is the backbone of robotics, an essential discipline in the maintenance of high quality and productivity in modern industry. The most common method of control for industrial robotic manipulators relies on the measurement and amendment of joint displacement: so-called "joint-space control".
Control of Robot...
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Sensing, Intelligence, Motion : How Robots and Humans Move in an Unstructured WorldJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005

	A leap forward in the field of robotics

	

	Until now, most of the advances in robotics have taken place in structured environments. Scientists and engineers have designed highly sophisticated robots, but most are still only able to operate and move in predetermined, planned environments designed specifically for the robots and...
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Microcontroller SystengineerGazelle Distribution, 2009

	This book is about a state of the art tool, Flowcode[registered], and how you can use Flowcode to develop microcontroller applications. The book starts very simply with a tutorial project and step-by-step instructions. As you go along the projects increase in difficulty and the new concepts are explained. Each project has a clear description...
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Coding Faster: Getting More Productive with Microsoft Visual StudioMicrosoft Press, 2011

	Visual Studio is sexy. In the world of Integrated Development Environments (IDEs), it stands
	as a beautiful example of how environments should work. Yet many of the features created
	to improve productivity, I believe, are largely neglected. Most developers use only a small
	percentage of the capabilities in this wonderful...
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Java Programming Interviews ExposedWrox Press, 2014

	If you are a skilled Java programmer but are concerned about the Java coding interview process, this real-world guide can help you land your next position


	Java is a popular and powerful language that is a virtual requirement for businesses making use of IT in their daily operations. For Java programmers, this reality offers...
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The Shellcoder's Handbook: Discovering and Exploiting Security HolesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
The black hats have kept up with security enhancements. Have you?
   In the technological arena, three years is a lifetime. Since the first edition of this book was published in 2004, built-in security measures on compilers and operating systems have become commonplace, but are still far from perfect. Arbitrary-code execution...
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Basic Methods in Antibody Production and CharacterizationCRC Press, 2000

	Written for researchers and professionals in the fields of biomedical research, immunology, biochemistry, molecular biology, pathology, and biotechnology, Basic Methods in Antibody Production and Characterization uses a cookbook approach to presenting the methods for the production, characterization, and use of antibodies.

	Antibodies...
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E-learning Tools and Technologies: A consumer's guide for trainers, teachers, educators, and instructional designersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
A comprehensive guide to help you cut through the hype in order to select the best E-Learning tools and vendors for your specific needs
With its ability to both reduce operating costs and train more people, E-Learning is an attractive option for companies that are trying to balance business and educational goals. But in order to implement an...
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Real-Time Embedded Multithreading: Using ThreadX and ARMCMP Books, 2005
Use the industry's most popular RTOS/processor combination to develop embedded applications that are small, fast, reliable, and deterministic. Beginning with a discussion of embedded and real-time concepts and terminology, this book uses a specific demon

About the Author
   
Edward L. Lamie is...
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Go: Building Web ApplicationsPackt Publishing, 2016

	Build real-world, production-ready solutions by harnessing the powerful features of Go


	About This Book

	
		An easy-to-follow guide that provides everything a developer needs to know to build end-to-end web applications in Go
	
		Write interesting and clever, but simple code, and learn skills and...
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